
 

July 9, 2019 
  
Submitted via www.regulations.gov 
Office of General Counsel, Rules Docket Clerk 
Department of Housing and Urban Development 
451 7th Street SW, Room 10276  
Washington, DC 20410-0500 
 
Re: HUD Docket No. FR-6124-P-01, RIN 2501-AD89 Comments in Response to          

Proposed Rulemaking: Housing and Community Development Act of 1980:         
Verification of Eligible Status 

 
Dear Sir/Madam: 
 
I submit these comments on behalf of South Carolina Appleseed Legal Justice Center             
(SC Appleseed) in response to, and opposing, the Department of Housing and Urban             
Development’s (HUD) proposed rule change regarding "verification of eligible status,”          
published in the Federal Register on May 10, 2019 (RIN 2501-AD89; HUD Docket No.              
FR-6124-P-01). First, the proposed changes would require all household members of           
households currently receiving HUD assistance to provide specific documents to verify           
their immigration status. Second, the proposed change would prevent eligible citizens and            
non-citizens from receiving HUD housing assistance if that individual’s household          
contains and ineligible alien, which is in direct contradiction to current federal law that              
requires HUD to prorate assistance to these “mixed-status” families based on household            
income and the number of eligible household members. Finally, HUD also proposes to             
ban ineligible immigrants from being leaseholders for other household members who are            
eligible for assistance, which is a meaningless change if HUD adopts the prior two              
changes, since families with ineligible members would not be able to receive assistance.             
We urge the proposed change be withdrawn in its entirety and that HUD’s long-standing              
regulations remain in effect. 
 
SC Appleseed is a non-profit law firm that advocates for all low-income South             
Carolinians in the areas of health care, immigration, reentry issues, housing, education,            
hunger, public benefits, domestic violence, and consumer issues. SC Appleseed uses           
education, training, and outreach, legislative and administrative advocacy, and impact          
litigation to effect systemic changes that improve the quality of life of, and opportunities              
available to, low-income South Carolinians.  

 
  
 



 

  
 

 
SC Appleseed works to safeguard all immigrants’ rights, collaborating with state           
agencies to ensure that no unnecessary hurdles prevent immigrants from realizing the            
protections afforded by our laws. We are an active member of the state-wide immigrant              
advocacy coalition, South Carolina United with Immigrants (SCUWI). We work with           
partner organizations, agencies, and individuals across the state to provide our immigrant            
community, and professionals serving the immigrant community, with know your rights           
trainings, DACA renewal trainings, and other resources. We also provide education and            
advocacy to our state’s legislative delegations on immigrants’ rights, including access to            
education and workforce opportunities, and the need for comprehensive immigration          
reform at the federal level. 
 
Specifically, SC Appleseed works to protect the rights of all immigrants in South             
Carolina and ensure equal protection of our laws for immigrants. We are an active              
member of the state-wide immigrant advocacy coalition, South Carolina United with           
Immigrants (SCUWI). We work with partner organizations, agencies, and individuals          
across the state to provide our immigrant community, and professionals serving the            
immigrant community, with know your rights trainings, DACA trainings, and other           
resources. We also work on legislative and administrative initiatives to improve           
protections for immigrants and access to education and workforce development for           
immigrants. We work with health care providers, service agency workers, and with the             
South Carolina Victim Assistance Network to make sure children and immigrant victims            
of crime and violence have the resources they need.  
 
Given our mission and work, we vehemently oppose the proposed changes to HUD             
housing assistance eligibility and verification rules and have provided detailed reasons           
for our opposition below.  
  

I. HUD’s proposed changes will not increase the number of people receiving           
housing assistance in South Carolina and will limit resources available          
for housing assistance and repair 

 
South Carolina, like most states in the US is facing a crisis in that there is not enough                  
affordable and habitable housing available in our state. Our most low-income citizens            1

1 Jason Raven, Lawmakers Tackle Affordable Housing Crisis in South Carolina, WIS NEWS (Jan. 18, 2019), 
https://www.wistv.com/2019/01/18/lawmakers-tackle-affordable-housing-crisis-south-carolina; The GAP: A Shortage 
of Affordable homes, NATIONAL LOW INCOME HOUSING COALITION (Mar. 1 , 2018), 
https://reports.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/gap/Gap-Report_2018.pdf. 
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suffer the brunt of this crisis as they face the highest eviction rates in the nation, nearly 4                  
times the national average, and twice the national average for the percent of very              2

low-income residents facing a severe housing cost burden. Just under 131,000 South            3

Carolinians receive any kind of housing cost assistance from HUD, or about 2.5% of the               
population, which is not nearly enough to meet the need for housing assistance in the               
state. Less than 0.03% of those receiving HUD assistance in SC are non-citizens, thus              4 5

HUD’s plan to deny housing assistance to eligible U.S. citizens who happen to live with               
an ineligible immigrant will do nothing to free up housing assistance for people on the               
waitlist for assistance in South Carolina.  
 
By HUD’s own assessment, the proposed rule will likely lead to a decrease in the number                
of assisted families. According to HUD, if the agency were to replace the 25,000 mixed               
status families currently receiving HUD assistance with households comprising of          
members who are all eligible, this transition would cost HUD from $372 million to $437               
million annually.   6

 
To pay for these new costs of the proposed rule, HUD has surmised that the likeliest                7

scenario, would be that HUD would have to reduce the quantity and quality of assisted               
housing in response to higher costs. In this case, the transfer would be from assisted               
households who experience a decline in assistance (in whole or in part) to the              
replacement households. With part of the budget being redirected to cover the increase in              
subsidy, there could be fewer households served under the housing choice vouchers            
program... This type of policy change will not lead to an increase in families receiving               8

housing assistance or an increase in affordable housing units for families with assistance             
and encourage HUD to withdraw the proposal and find meaningful, evidenced-based           

2 Understanding Eviction in South Carolina, THE EVICTION LAB AT PRINCETON UNIVERSITY (Jan. 1, 2019), 
https://evictionlab.org/map/#/2016?geography=states.  
3 The GAP: A Shortage of Affordable homes, NATIONAL LOW INCOME HOUSING COALITION (Mar. 1 , 2018), 
https://reports.nlihc.org/sites/default/files/gap/Gap-Report_2018.pdf. 
4 Alicia Mazzara, Demographic Data Highlight Potential Harm of new Trump proposal to Restrict Housing Assistance, 
THE CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES (Jul. 1 , 2019), 
https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/demographic-data-highlight-potential-harm-of-new-trump-proposal-to-restrict-
housing.  
5 Id.  
6 HUD, Regulatory Impact Analysis, Amendments to Further Implement Provisions of the Housing and Community 
Development Act of 1980, Docket No. FR-6124-P-01, at 11 (Apr. 15, 2019). 
7 Brakkton Booker, White House Budget Calls for Deep Cuts to HUD, NPR (Feb. 13, 2018), 
https://www.npr.org/2018/02/13/585255697/white-house-budget-calls-for-deep-cuts-to-hud.  
8 HUD, Regulatory Impact Analysis, Amendments to Further Implement Provisions of the Housing and Community 
Development Act of 1980, Docket No. FR-6124-P-01, at 3 (Apr. 15, 2019) (emphasis added). 
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ways to increase available assistance and housing and reduce intolerable amount of time             
families spend waiting for housing assistance currently.  
 
HUD’s own economic analysis shows that the proposed rule will not only fail to achieve               
its stated goals of addressing the subsidized housing waitlist crisis, but will in fact              
exacerbate this very issue. The Regulatory Impact Analysis released by HUD makes it             
clear that the proposed rule will not further HUD’s mission to “create strong, sustainable,              
inclusive communities and quality affordable homes for all.” In fact, the proposed rule             9

will do the exact opposite, reducing the quantity of affordable homes on the market. 
 
It is no secret that public housing conditions are deplorable in many parts of this country,                
including South carolina. Some tenants are living in units that are riddled with mold,              10

rodents, and are in general states of disrepair as a result of decades of underfunding.               
Experts estimate that there is currently a $50 billion backlog of desperately needed             
repairs, and making matters worse, the Trump administration has proposed to eliminate            
the federal fund used to make (already insufficient) repairs.   11

 
Given this current state of affairs, HUD should focus on using its limited funds to address                
these inhabitable conditions faced by so many of its residents. Instead, HUD has taken              
the opposite approach. In the Regulatory Impact Analysis issued by HUD, the agency             
acknowledged that the proposed rule could create about $200 million in new costs and              
hurt public housing by reducing the “maintenance of the units and possibly [leading to]              
deterioration of the units that could lead to vacancy.” In light of the negative              12

consequences of the proposed rule, it is hard to see what legitimate purpose the proposed               
rule serves. We urge HUD to address this critical issue before it publishes the final rule. 
 

II. HUD’s proposed changes will harm U.S. Citizen children in South          
Carolina 

 
9 HUD, ABOUT HUD, MISSION (last visited May 20, 2019), https://www.hud.gov/about/mission. 
10 Luis Ferre-Sadurni, New York City’s Public Housing Is in Crisis. Will Washington Take Control?, N.Y. TIMES (Dec. 
25, 2018), https://www.nytimes.com/2018/12/25/nyregion/nycha-hud-deblasio-carson.html; Jill Ripenhoff & Lee 
Zurik, Failure to Fix: Mold.Mice. Messes., INVESTIGATE TV (2018), 
http://www.investigatetv.com/failure-to-fix-mold-mice-messes/; Holbrook Mohr & Jeff Donn, Health and Safety 
Conditions Worsen in U.S. Subsidized Housing, SEATTLE TIMES (Apr. 9, 2019), 
https://www.seattletimes.com/business/inspections-show-deterioration-of-us-funded-housing-for-poor/. 
11 Pam Fessler, Trump Administration Wants to Cut Funding for Public Housing Repairs, NPR (May 16, 2019), 
https://www.npr.org/2019/05/16/723231160/trump-administration-wants-to-cut-funding-for-public-housing-repairs. 
12 HUD, Regulatory Impact Analysis, Amendments to Further Implement Provisions of the Housing and Community 
Development Act of 1980, Docket No. FR-6124-P-01, at 3 (Apr. 15, 2019). 
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HUD’s proposal to prohibit though there are less than 361 people in SC who are               
non-citizens who live in a household that receives HUD assistance, the proposed            13

changes will force these families to choose between vital rental assistance and remaining             
united with parents or siblings. According to HUD’s own assessment, since 70% of             
mixed status families currently receiving HUD assistance are composed of eligible           
children and at least one ineligible parent, it is likely that these families will forgo the                
subsidies to avoid separation. In fact, HUD is banking on this, noting in their regulatory               
impact analysis that “HUD expects that fear of the family being separated would lead to               
prompt evacuation by most mixed households, whether that fear is justified.”           14

Furthermore, HUD’s policy may add to the “chilling” effect of other Trump            
administration policies targeting the immigrant community, such as the proposed changes           
to the Public Charge assessment, and cause eligible non-citizens to forgo housing or other              
assistance their families may need.  
 
HUD’s proposed changes will increase homelessness and housing instability in the           
immigrant community in South Carolina and worsen the immediate and long-term           
consequences of this trauma. As the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’s             
“Policy Statement on Meeting the Needs of Families with Young Children Experiencing            
and At Risk of Homelessness” explains: 

“Pregnant women experiencing homelessness are less likely to receive         
adequate prenatal care than housed mothers, and their children are at increased            
risk for low birth weight, which can negatively influence a child’s cognitive,            
physical, and social-emotional development. Experiences of homelessness and        
housing instability in early childhood are associated with delays in children’s           
language, literacy, and social-emotional development, potentially setting a course         
for cascading negative consequences. The science of early brain development          
indicates that children’s earliest experiences and environments influence later         
success in school and life.”   15

This guidance specifically applies to HUD and the proposed changes targeting mixed            
status families will create more housing and instability in the immigrant community. The             

13 Alicia Mazzara, Demographic Data Highlight Potential Harm of new Trump proposal to Restrict Housing 
Assistance, THE CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES (Jul. 1 , 2019), 
https://www.cbpp.org/research/housing/demographic-data-highlight-potential-harm-of-new-trump-proposal-to-restrict-
housing.  
14 HUD, Regulatory Impact Analysis, Amendments to Further Implement Provisions of the Housing and Community 
Development Act of 1980, Docket No. FR-6124-P-01, at 7 (Apr. 15, 2019). 
15Policy Statement on Meeting the Needs of Families with Young Children Experiencing and At Risk of Homelessness, 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (Oct. 31,  2016), 
https://www.acf.hhs.gov/sites/default/files/ecd/echomelessnesspolicystatement.pdf.  
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families who will have to choose between continuing their HUD assistance and            
remaining united with loved ones. Other immigrant or mixed status families receive these             
proposed changes with fear and may forgo housing other available public assistance for             
their family because of Trump administration’s continue regulatory attack on the well            
being of immigrant families, in direct contradiction to HUD’s mission and federal            
guidance. The harm that children and families suffer as a result of housing instability and               
homelessness and fear of persecution, detention, and family separation is inhumane, and            
irreparable. We implore HUD to withdraw these proposed changes and prevent this harm             
for South Carolina’s immigrants.  
 

III. HUD’s proposed changes will impose undue verification burdens on         
vulnerable low-income families 

 
It is more difficult for families experiencing housing instability, homelessness, and other            
trauma to keep things like important documents necessary to verify their citizenship            
status and identity. In addition to attacking mixed status families, the proposed rule             
would impose an unnecessary and possibly insurmountable verification burden,         
threatening housing security for 9.5 million U.S. citizens currently receiving HUD           
assistance and all future U.S. citizens seeking these benefits. The rule would require that              
all who declare they are U.S. citizens under penalty of perjury provide evidence of their               
citizenship, a practice that has proven to be burdensome, costly and unnecessary to             
protect program integrity. Currently, to establish eligibility for access Section 214           16

housing assistance, U.S. citizens need to provide a declaration signed under penalty of             
perjury of their citizenship or nationality status. The proposed rule would require that             
these individuals also provide documentary proof of citizenship or nationality, such as a             
birth certificate, which can be extremely difficult for certain segments of the population.             
One survey from 2006 showed that as many as seven percent of citizens did not have                
citizen documentation readily available. Obtaining such documentation can be         17

particularly difficult for U.S. citizens over the age of 50, citizens of color, citizens with               
disabilities, and citizens with low incomes. Older individuals face many challenges in            
getting this kind of documentation, including difficulties getting to government offices to            

16 Housing and Community Development Act of 1980: Verification of Eligible Status, 84 Fed. Reg. 20,589, 20,592 
(proposed May 10, 2019) (to be codified at 24 C.F.R. part 5); Donna Cohen Ross, New Medicaid Citizenship 
Documentation requirement is Taking a Toll: States Report Enrollment Is Down and Administrative Costs Are Up, 
CPBB (Mar. 13, 2007), 
https://www.cbpp.org/research/new-medicaid-citizenship-documentation-requirement-is-taking-a-toll-states-report. 
17 Citizens Without Proof: A Survey of Americans’ Possession of Documentary Proof of Citizenship and Photo 
Identification, Brennan Center for Justice (Nov. 2006), 
http://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/d/download_file_39242.pdf 
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replace lost records, coming up with the funds to replace these records, and some may               
have never been issued a birth certificate in the first place. That same survey suggests               18

that: 
● At least 12% of citizens earning less than $25,000 a year do not have              

proof of citizenship; 
● Many people who do have documentation have birth certificates or IDs           

that don’t reflect their current name or address, such as people who            
changed their name; 

● 18% of citizens over the age 65 do not have a photo ID; and 
● 25% of African American citizens lacked a photo ID. 

 
After Medicaid began implementing a citizenship documentation requirement, there was          
a sharp decline in Medicaid enrollment. Half of the 44 states responding to a              
Government Accountability Office survey indicated that Medicaid enrollment fell         
because of the citizenship documentation requirement. The GAO also found that states            
reported increased administrative costs and needing to spend more time providing help to             
applicants and beneficiaries, increasing their time spent on applications and          
redeterminations of eligibility.  19

 
For those who are unable to produce the required documents within the required time              
period under the proposed HUD rule, they will lose their housing assistance, and many              
will be evicted from their homes. A significant share could become homeless. The             
figures above suggest that hundreds of thousands of U.S. citizens could experience these             
harsh consequences under the proposed rule. 
 
The proposed rule places additional documentation burdens on 120,000 noncitizen          
seniors as well, by requiring noncitizens 62 years old or older to provide documentation              
of their immigration status. Presently, these noncitizen seniors are required to submit a             20

signed declaration of their eligible immigration status and proof of age. Many immigrant             
seniors will struggle in the same way as citizen seniors to produce this documentation.              

18 Ina Jafe, For Older Voters, Getting the Right ID Can Be Especially Tough, NPR: ALL THINGS CONSIDERED (Sept. 7, 
2018), https://www.npr.org/2018/09/07/644648955/for-older-voters-getting-the-right-id-can-be-especially-tough. 
19 U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, Medicaid: States Reported That Citizenship Documentation Requirement Resulted 
in Enrollment Declines for Eligible Citizens and Posed Administrative Burdens (June 2007), 
https://www.gao.gov/new.items/d07889.pdf. 
20 Housing and Community Development Act of 1980: Verification of Eligible Status, 84 Fed. Reg. 20,589, 20,592 
(proposed May 10, 2019) (to be codified at 24 C.F.R. part 5). 
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HUD has not accounted for these concerns in the proposed rule, and should address these               
issues before finalizing the rule. 
 
The proposed documentation requirements will be particularly burdensome for recipients          
of rental assistance who were formerly homeless, as well as for people experiencing             
homelessness who could be assisted by Section 214 programs in the future. People             
experiencing homelessness often lose important documents such as photo identification,          
birth certificates, and social security cards because of no safe places to store them.              21

Adding more documentation requirements creates more barriers to housing for those who            
need it most, and could cause many people who have gained stability through rental              
assistance to return to homelessness. HUD has failed to take into account the added costs               
and burdens of these new documentation requirements and should complete an analysis            
of these costs before finalizing the proposed rule. South Carolina cannot afford to have              
anymore families than it already does facing increased housing instability and           
homelessness because of these proposed HUD changes.  
 

IV. HUD’s proposed changes are in direct conflict with federal law and with            
their underlying statute and ignore the most recent amendments that          
Congress made to Section 214 

 
In the proposed rule, HUD claims to be revising its regulations “into greater alignment              
with the wording and purpose of Section 214,” namely by barring mixed-status families             
from receiving assistance. To support its claim, HUD insists that Section 214 prohibits             
the indefinite receipt of prorated assistance by mixed-status families, but it cannot point             
to any statutory language containing such an edict. In fact, Section 214 clearly conveys              
that Congress intended to ensure that individuals with eligible immigration status would            
receive assistance while keeping mixed status families together in the same home. The             
plain language of the statute conveys this intent. For example, 42 U.S.C. § 1436a(b)(2)              
states, “If the eligibility for financial assistance of at least one member of a family has              
been affirmatively established under this section, and the ineligibility of one or more            
family members has not been affirmatively established under this section, any financial           
assistance made available to that family by the applicable Secretary shall be prorated…”             
(emphasis added). The law explicitly permits housing authorities to choose not to            
affirmatively establish ineligibility. Congress did not mince words. “Shall be prorated”           22

21 NAT’L L. CTR. ON HOMELESSNESS & POVERTY, PHOTO IDENTIFICATION BARRIERS FACED BY HOMELESS PERSONS: THE IMPACT OF 
SEPTEMBER 11 (Apr. 2004), https://nlchp.org/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/ID_Barriers.pdf. 
22 42 U.S.C. § 1436a(i)(2)(A). 
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does not mean “may be prorated for some period of time.” In mixed status families, HUD                
must provide prorated assistance.   
 
The legislative history supports this reading of the statute. Section 214 was passed in              
1980. In 1988, Congress included a provision by which mixed-status families who had             
been receiving full subsidy prior to the statute’s passage could avoid family breakup.  In             23

its proposed rule, HUD twists that provision, which provides for temporarily           
grandfathered assistance, to claim that Congress only intended for prorated assistance to            
be provided for a limited time. However, Congress added the proration provisions in             
1996.  Congress has been consistent in attempting to guarantee that scarce federal           24

subsidy would be provided for eligible immigrants and citizens while preserving the            
integrity of mixed-immigration status families. HUD’s interpretation requires ignoring         
the plain language and the history of the statute. HUD should withdraw its rule because it                
is in direct conflict with the congressional mandate of Section 214 to provide prorated              
assistance to mixed status families. 
 
Conclusion 
 
For all the reasons above, SC Appleseed insists that HUD withdraw the proposed change              
in its entirety and engage with the communities HUD serves to come up with better ways                
to increase the availability of housing assistance and high quality public housing and             
decrease the amount of time families wait for assistance.  
 
Signed,  
 
/s/ Louise Pocock 
Immigration Policy Attorney 
SC Appleseed Legal Justice Center 
PO Box 7187 
Columbia, SC 29202 
803-779-1113 ext 112 
lpocock@scjustice.org 
www.scjustice.org 

23 Housing and Community Development Act of 1987, Pub. L. No. 100-242, § 164, 101 Stat. 1815. 
24 Use of Assisted Housing by Aliens Act of 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-208, § 572, 110 Stat. 3009. 
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